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1. Introduction 

1.1 Project Summary 

 
ReMAP “Real-time Condition-based Maintenance for adaptive Aircraft Maintenance Planning” (hereinafter also 

referred as “ReMAP” or “the project”), is a European project started on the 1st of June 2018 and has a duration of 

four years. The project addresses the specific challenge to take a step forward into the adoption of Condition-Based 

Maintenance in the aviation sector. To achieve this, a data-driven approach will be implemented, based on hybrid 

machine learning & physics-based algorithms for systems, and data-driven probabilistic algorithms for systems and 

structures. A similar approach will be followed to develop a maintenance management optimisation solution, capable 

of adapting to real-time health conditions of the aircraft fleet. These algorithms will run on an open-source IT 

platform, for adaptive fleet maintenance management. The proposed Condition-Based Maintenance solution will be 

evaluated according to a safety risk assessment, ensuring its reliable implementation and promoting an informed 

discussion on regulatory challenges and concrete actions towards the certification of Condition-Based Maintenance. 

 

 

    1.2 Purpose of this Document 

 
This document is the Deliverable D3.2 of the ReMAP Project. It addresses the proper installation guidelines for all 

sensors in the SHM scope. 

The deliverable is part of Work Package 3 (Sensor Technologies for SHM) from the project. The guidelines apply to 

the test articles defined in deliverable D4.1 (Test matrix definition). The sensorization of the test coupons is defined 

in deliverable D3.1 (Fully sensorized test articles). The reliability of the sensor installation described in this document 

is detailed in deliverable D3.3 (Sensors technical data package and reliability assessment). 

 

 

  1.3 Context 

WP3 of ReMAP project aims at sensorizing the test articles as well as procuring hardware and software for the WP4 

test campaign. This test campaign consists in monitoring the damage onset and propagation in composite plates using 

several methodologies based on different sensing technologies. The main goal is to implement and characterize 

methodologies for Structural Health Monitoring (SHM).  

The SHM techniques tested in WP3 are: 

- Lamb waves high frequency method: a dedicated electronic device called Lamb Wave Detection System 

(LWDS) has been developed by CTEC to manage a PZT sensors (or piezo patches) network. ENSAM and 

CTEC have selected an accurate reference of piezo patches while ENSAM has defined the topology of the 

patches network in the four test article sizes (L0 to L3). CTEC has defined an accurate process to install the 

patches on the test articles. 

- Optical Fiber sensorization: Optical Fibers with and without FBGs are included in SMARTapes. STEC has 

developed the SMARTapes and UPAT has defined the installation procedure of the SMARTapes on the test 

articles. 

- Hybrid method: It consists in exciting the coupon at low frequency with a standard piezo actuator from CTEC. 

The dynamic strains are read by the FBG sensors and a high-frequency interrogator. A frequency shift created 

by the damage could be observed by the FBG.  

- Acoustic Emission: Acoustic Emission sensors have been selected, procured and installed by UPAT and TUD.  



 

 

 

2. Piezo patches integration 

Piezo patches are installed on the test articles to excite and receive Lamb waves, for the high frequency method 

implementation. 

2.1. Piezo patches definition 

The PZT patches have been selected according to the following criteria: 

• Compatibility with the LWDS electronics specification 

• Optimize the generation and reception of lamb waves in the frequency range of interest, by allowing a good 

coupling between PZT and structure. Indeed, the energy transfer between the piezoelectric element and the 

host structure (excitation) and between the host structure and the piezoelectric element (reception) are 

frequency dependant. Excitation frequencies must be optimized with respect to this criterion. 

For these reasons, the piezo type that has been selected is a PZT-5 disc of diameter 20mm and thickness 0.5 mm. 

Detailed selection justification has been given in D3.1 Fully sensorized test articles of WP4. 

2.2. Piezo patches placement 

ENSAM has developed a finite-element model (FEM) analysis to define the necessary number of piezo patches and 

their position allowing to perform Lamb wave damage monitoring for each coupon level. The explanation is detailed 

here for L1 coupons. 

2.2.1. PZT sensors network on L1 coupons 

2.2.1.1. PZT sensors network description 

A first proposition of PZT sensors position ensuring a wide angular and material diversity over the paths, an overall 

coverage of the L1 coupons while minimizing the number of PZT elements is given in Figure 2.1. This first approach 

consisted in ensuring that all the kind of paths available within the L1 structure were covered: skin to skin direct, skin to 

skin through the stiffener, skin to stiffener foot, skin to stiffener, stiffener foot to stiffener foot direct, stiffener foot to 

stiffener foot through the stiffener, and stiffener foot to stiffener. Furthermore as L1 coupons are relatively small, and 

according to ENSAM past experience, positioning 6 piezoelectric elements seems sufficient for damage monitoring 

purposes. 



 

 

 

Figure 2.1: First proposition of PZT elements positioning on L1 samples. 

2.2.1.2. Damage monitoring abilities validation using FEM simulation 

In order to validate the proposed PZT network previously defined, a FEM using Matlab Toolbox SDTools (Structural 

Dynamics Toolbox) has been carried out. This simulation is based on shell elements with a mesh size of 1 mm, a time 

step of 0.5 𝜇s and a total simulation duration of 1 ms. The computation time for such a model is 2 to 3 minutes on a 

standard laptop. The damage is modelled as a stiffness reduction zone growing from 1mm to 10mm and the input signal 

sent to each piezoelectric element is a 5 cycles burst of amplitude 10 V and with a central frequency of 150 kHz. 

Gaussian noise with a SNR=70 dB has been added and 10 independent repetitions have been generated. 

  
Figure 2.2: Typical FEM simulation results on L1 sample. [Left] PZT elements numbering. [Right] Healthy, damaged, 

and difference signals for PZT 1 used as actuator. 

Typical simulation results are provided in Figure 2.2. These results highlight the fact that a detectable difference signal 

is being generated by the presence of the damage, that coherent physical responses are obtained in terms of group 

velocity and times of arrival, and that the order of magnitudes is in agreement with previously reported experiments. 

Then, for each “actuator-sensor” path on the structure, the maximum of the correlation between the healthy and 

damaged signals is being computed and is considered as one of the possible damage index of interest. A global damage 

index is then computed by summing up the value of the damage indexes for all the paths. As several repetitions are 

available, a statistical threshold for damage monitoring can be defined as follows: 



 

 

1. On the basis of measurements in the healthy state: the probability density function (PDF) for the healthy state 

is learnt 

2. On the basis of an admissible probability of false alarms (PFA): a threshold is set. 

3. On the basis of measurements for the damaged state: the probability of detection (PoD) is measured. 

The results of this analysis are provided in Figure 2.3 illustrating the fact that the proposed sensors placement is able 

to detect and quantify damage size on the simulated data. After discussion with the partners, it has been decided to 

secure the approach and this PZT network has been upgraded and possesses now 8 sensors, as shown in Figure 2.3. 

  
Figure 2.3: [Left] Damage detection and increase of the damage index with damage size on simulated data. [Right] 

final PZT network configuration. 

2.2.2. PZT sensors network on L2 and L3 samples 

At first, Lamb waves attenuation measurements in L0 UPAT coupon have been performed to choose an adequate 

distance between PZT within the network. The objective is to know at the frequencies of interest how Lamb waves will 

attenuate and thus how far away can be placed piezo-electric elements. This analysis is illustrated in Figure 2.4. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Attenuation analysis performed by ENSAM on L0 UPAT coupons. [Top left] L0 UPAT coupon equipped 
with 4 PZTs. [Bottom left] Typical Lamb wave signals recorded at 150 kHz. [Right] Experimental characterization of 

attenuation of Lamb waves at 150 kHz. 

This attenuation analysis then allowed ENSAM to provide the partners with the first tentative PZT sensors networks 

dedicated to L2 and L3 coupons as illustrated in Figure 2.5. L2 coupons will have a total of 32 bonded PZT patches: 20 

on face sheet, 6 on stiffeners, and 6 on stiffener foot. L3 coupons will have a total of 36 bonded PZT patches: 21 on 

face sheets, 5 on stiffeners, and 10 on stiffener feet. This placement does not take into account the position of the FBG.  



 

 

  
Figure 2.5: Tentative PZT networks for L2 [Left] and L3 [Right coupons] 

As the L3 are closed structures, the way to sensorize them is not yet defined. 

2.3. Piezo patches gluing procedure 

Regarding the patches selection, the gluing process must enhance the coupling between the patch and the sample. 

Glass beads of 50µm diameter are used to obtain a thin and homogenous glue layer. 

The Epoxy glue Loctite EA9492 has been selected for having a high shear strength (20 𝑁/𝑚𝑚² below 70°𝐶), short cure 

time (24ℎ 𝑎𝑡 22°𝐶) and a low pressure needed for curing. 

To protect the patches and the piezoelectric element, the sealant “Dow corning 3145” has been selected as a coating. 

This product shows a high tensile strength (6.5 MPa) and elongation (600%), with ambient curing temperature (63 min 

at 25°C).  

Patch preparation  Secure wire weld with glue (3M DP490) and cure at 70°C for 1h 

Test article preparation 
 

Slightly polish the test article locally where the PZT shall be placed with 
an abrasive sheet (the operator has to wear mask ang gloves).  

Clean the surface with ethanol  

Glue preparation Mix glass beads of 50 µm diameter with the glue (EA9492) to force a 
homogeneous glue layer of 50 µm 

Gluing Drop a small quantity of glue on the support 

Apply the patch on the glue with a spiral movement to homogenize the 
glue layer 

Clean the surface and insert a paper sheet to protect the patch 

Maintain the patch on position during 24h  

 

 

Figure 2.6: Overview of the patches gluing on L0-UPAT coupon 

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7: Measurement of a L1 coupon before PZT sensorisation 

 

3. SMARTape integration 

3.1. SMARTape bonding procedure 

An in-house developed procedure has been defined by UPAT regarding the attachment of the SMARTapes on the test 

articles. First, a thin layer, approximately 0.2mm, of a co-polyamide from Griltex® is deposited on one side of the 

SMARTape using a 3D printer. The temperature on the bed of the printer is 85o C while the extrusion head is at around 

220o C. A dummy tape was first used to make sure the GFRP can withstand the process and the associated 

temperatures. For the subsequent bonding, direct heat and pressure is applied using a heated metallic plate. It is 

concluded that the adhesion quality is good when ~140o C are applied for 20-30 seconds. It is also observed that 

preheating the surface provides better adhesion quality. Detaching the tape from the coupon is relatively easy.  

 

Figure 3.1: Inside the 3D printer after the adhesive layer was printed 



 

 

For the actual SMARTape, the thermoplastic layer is applied at the thick part of the GFRP SMARTape. The tape is then 

bonded to the panel using the following steps:  

• The area to be bonded is first gritted using sandstone paper and the surface is cleaned with acetone.  

• A heat source (heat plate at approximately 140o C) is used to preheat the surface.  

• The SMARTape is placed on the surface and the edges are taped so it stays in place.  

• The heat plate is placed over the SMARTape and pressure is applied. Because the heat plate’s length is smaller 

than the SMARTape’s length, the heat plate is moved over the SMARTape, in order to bond the full surface.  

• At each step, the heat is applied for approximately 20-30 seconds.  

• In places where we observe that the bonding is insufficient heat and pressure are reapplied.  

The final outcome is as shown in Figure 3.2.  It is worth to be noted that co-polyamide is rather ductile compared to 

epoxy adhesives. Its selection was made in order to allow the easy detachment of the SMARTape with re-heating and 

its re-use at least one more time. In real aero-structures an aero-grade adhesive would probably be chosen to 

permanently attach the SMARTape.  

 

Figure 3.2: SMARTape after adhesion to the panel skin 

 

3.2. Bonding test results 

A fatigue test was conducted on a hat stiffened panel to test the adhesion. The SMARTape was bonded and disbonded 

1x time to check the repeatability of the method, since the same SMARTape is envisaged to be used multiple times. 

The test was conducted at 65% (60 kN) of the panel’s collapse load. The SMARTape, was bonded to the front skin as 

shown in Figure 3.2. After around 360 kcycles, the test was paused as skin/stringer disbond was observed. The 

SMARTape however was still bonded. The panel failed at around 550 kcycles and significant buckling was observed, 

the SMARTape though remained well attached. When we tried to disbond the tape we noticed that the two GFRP layers 

housing the OFs have been disbonded at one place. Apart from that, even after 550 kcycles the disbonding was pretty 

easy. A razorblade at an angle was used to disbond the parts where the attachment was stronger. In Figure 3.3 we can 

observe the measurements obtained from 2 FBGs during the experiment (before the pause). More specifically, we see 

the strain measured at FBGs 1 and 3 (bottom FBG and middle FBG). We can observe a minor increase in the strain 

measurements of both FBGs as the time passes.    

Good adhesion 

Insufficient adhesion 



 

 

 

Figure 3.3: a) measurements from FBG1 and b) measurements from FBG3 from the first experiment 

 

4. Sensorization for Hybrid method 

The hybrid method is a low frequency method where the coupon is excited using CTEC piezo actuators coded APA 

(Amplified Piezo Actuator) and PPA (Parallel Prestressed Actuator). The testing is performed on a standard coupons 

equipped with piezo patches and FBG. Both PZT and FBG locations were predefined as discussed previously.  

The position of the piezo actuator is defined regarding the mode shape of the coupon. It is important not to place the 

actuator at the position of a vibration node to be able to excite the sample. So the position of the actuator is driven by 

the modal analysis of the coupon. The study is first performed on a L1 sample used to validate the method.  

4.1. L1 eigen-modes 

The eigen-modes of L1 test article are calculated to understand the way it is deformed. This can give an idea of the 

best placement of the piezo-actuators. The analysis is made for free-free condition and blocked (zero displacement) 

conditions. The blocked condition is made at the two edges of the structure (stringer + layer).  

4.1.1. Free-free conditions 

Table 4-1 gives an overview of the first four eigen-modes and eigen-frequencies. The modal analysis was implemented 

in Solidworks Simulation. The L1 coupon has been modelled in 2D using shell elements. The material properties of 

each ply and its orientation are used. A contact is considered between the stringer ad the layer.  

 

  

a) b)



 

 

 

Mode Frequency (Hz) Visualisation 

1 288 

 
2 481 

 
3 545 

 
4 569 

 
Table 4-1: L1 eigen-modes in free-free conditions 

4.1.2. Blocked conditions 

The actual L1 coupon when tested on a hydraulic machine is actually restricted at its ends. Figure 4.1 shows this 

boundary condition. This affects and changes the eigen-modes as Table 4-2 summarizes. 



 

 

 

Figure 4.1:FE Model of the L1 coupon in blocked conditions 

 

Mode Frequency (Hz) Visualisation 

1 370 

 
2 558 

 
Table 4-2: L1 eigen modes in blocked conditions 

4.1.3. Actuator position 

The first mode is the more energetic one. It is reasonable to determine the actuator position according to the first mode 

deformation. In reality, the boundary condition of the coupon is not easy to define. The coupon is not totally free because 

the tabs stiffen the structure. It is not totally blocked as it can deforms by bending for example. The blocked free 



 

 

deformation shows a cross, so it is not accurate to set the actuator at the middle of the length. But there is a common 

green area in the displacement distribution of the two conditions at about quarter of the length (Figure 4.2). This is the 

area chosen to set the piezo actuator.  

 

Figure 4.2: actuator position definition 

4.2. Piezo actuator integration 

The piezo actuator is attached on the coupon using glue Loctite 406. This choice is made because the gluing is 

instantaneous, and the actuator is easy to detach by a rotation of the actuator (shear resistance of the glue is low).   

Two actuators have been identified for the hybrid method:  

- APA200M+50gr backmass for high displacement at low frequency, 

- PPA20M+20gr backmass for low displacement and higher frequency.  

The mass is fixed on the actuator interface using a screw and washer.  

The actuator is fixed on the coupon applying a circle of glue of the size of the actuator’s interface. Then the actuator is 

directly set on the coupon and the operators maintain a force on the actuator for a few seconds.  

 



 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Bonding of PPA in L1 coupon 

 

5. Acoustic Emission sensors installation procedure 

AE sensors are attached on the panel surface using special clips to ensure a constant hold-down force during their 

operational phase. Grease is used as a coupling agent between the AE sensors and the aeronautical panel. When 

attaching sensors, care should be taken to avoid unwanted noise produced by loose parts, striking cables, etc. The 

sensor placement topology is defined after attenuation measurements utilizing pencil lead brake tests. 

6. Conclusion 

One of the objectives of ReMAP, and in particular in WP3, is to improve the reliability of SHM techniques. The suitability 

of the integration procedure previously described has been validated by a reliability test campaign performed on L0 

coupons. This is the purpose of D3.3: Sensors technical data package and reliability assessment.  


